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Making Shin Buddhism Relevant for Today

or this month’s article, I would like to go way out on a limb and offer what I feel
are new ways to interpret Shin Buddhism for our life today. Shin Buddhism has a
long and rich history. When we look at the entire history of Buddhism, at various
phases of its history, new interpretation, new meaning was given to the teachings.
In most cases, when new meaning, new interpretation is presented, it is regarded as
“heretical,” or “unorthodox” to say the least. But new interpretation is what gives life
to the teachings. It makes our teachings a “living tradition,” instead of a static teaching
that has no room for new thought or interpretation. That is what I am offering in this
article today. I would like to begin to address some of our key Shin Buddhist concepts
and terms, and explain or interpret them in a more meaningful way for those of us who
live in the world today.
Amida Buddha — Amida Buddha is the “timeless Buddha.” We can all understand
Shakyamuni Buddha as the historical Buddha who attained enlightenment under the
Bodhi tree. What Shakyamuni Buddha awakened to, the truth of enlightenment, is a
timeless truth. Amida Buddha is that timeless truth of enlightenment, which is wisdom
and compassion, but in a personified form of a Buddha. Amida Buddha did not exist as
a person in time, but Amida Buddha exists as the truth of enlightenment, wisdom and
compassion.
(Continued on page 3)
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Pure Land — The Pure Land is a symbol of that world of truth or enlightenment. When
a person becomes enlightened, their world is transformed. We all live in our own
“world.” A stock broker lives in the stock market world, thinking about the rise and fall
of stocks constantly. The drug addict lives in the drug world, thinking only about their
next fix. The athlete lives in their sports world, how to improve as an athlete — how
to run faster, jump higher, or break a record. In the same way, the world of Buddha is
created by the enlightenment of the Buddha. The Buddha is trying to bring all of us
sentient beings into that world of enlightenment, into the Pure Land. The Buddha is
trying to break into our self-centered world that we are preoccupied with, whether our
world is one of a mother, a student, a businessman, or teenager. How to break into our
world and bring us to the world of truth, the Pure Land, is the mission of the Buddha.
The Pure Land is offered to us as a symbol for how our life and our world can be. Our
world doesn’t have to be a world of darkness and despair. Our world doesn’t have to be
a world of suffering and sorrow. Our world can be bright with light. Our life can be full
of meaning. Our world can be the Pure Land.
Birth in the Pure Land — If the Pure Land is a symbol of the world of enlightenment,
then birth in the Pure Land represents what our life could be, and should be. If we
want to live a deeply meaningful life, then we aspire for a life of the Pure Land. If we
want to live a peaceful and harmonious life, then we aspire for a life of the Pure Land.
Wanting to “be born in the Pure Land” means that we want to live the most meaningful
and fulfilling life. We want to find that meaning in the here and now, not after we die.
If we live a meaningful and fulfilling life now, then our death someday will be the
culmination of our life.
Primal Vow; Original Vow — We have read about Amida Buddha’s primal vow, or the
original vow, depending on what translation we read in Shin Buddhism. Traditionally,
we have been taught that Amida Buddha vows to save all sentient beings, and that is
the primal vow or original vow of the Buddha. We entrust ourselves in that vow of the
Buddha and that is how we are “saved” in Shin Buddhism. However, as Dr. Nobuo
Haneda points out, that is only half of the meaning of hongan 本願, or the primal
vow. The other half of the meaning of hongan is “innermost aspiration.” Innermost
aspiration is something deep, deep within us. While the Buddha wishes or vows for our
awakening, that wish is at the very core of our being. It is also our deepest, innermost
aspiration or wish. Deep within us, we all want to awaken to our true self. We all want
to live our true, sincere life. We all want to live with depth and meaning. To come to
realize that, is to discover the hongan, the innermost aspiration within us.
Salvation in Shin Buddhism — When that innermost aspiration is stirred within us,
when the world of Buddha breaks through our own world of ignorance and delusion,
then we are “saved,” if we are to use such a word. It means that instead of living in a
self-centered world of darkness, we live in a bright world of light, the world of Buddha.
Instead of being lost in the world of delusion, we find direction in life. The focus, the
direction of our life is now headed toward truth, toward the Dharma. We have not
saved ourselves from the world of samsara, but the Dharma has liberated us from the
world of samsara. That is what it means “to be saved.”
Namuamidabutsu.

Resident
Minister
Rev. Matt Hamasaki

“A society grows great when old men plant trees whose shade they know they shall never sit in.”
— Ancient Greek proverb

T

he next service I would like to explain is the Eitaikyo service. We have various
major services throughout the year, but the Eitaikyo service is one that is not
particularly connected to a specific event in a historical figure’s life. Rather,
Eitaikyo is something that is connected to and continues to connect all of us.
Eitaikyo’s literal meaning is “Perpetual Sutra Chanting.” The spirit behind this name
is that the teachings of the Buddha will be chanted, and thus heard, constantly forever.
It connects us to the past as well as the future because the reason we are able to hear
the teachings now is because of the efforts of those who have lived before us and it is
our duty to contribute to that spirit so that it will continue to exist after we have passed
away.
That very spirit has taken a physical form in what many temples call an “Eitakyo
Fund.” This is a fund that people can donate into whose purpose is to preserve the
temple in times of dire need like, for example, if the structural integrity of the building
is compromised and immediate funds are necessary to repair it. This donation is either
part of a last will and testament or the wishes of inheritors and a portion of the assets
after someone has passed away will be given to the temple. The thinking is that we
need temples to come together to share the Dharma, and so if there is money to ensure
that the temples will continue to exist, then the Dharma will continue to be shared for
generations to come.
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The people who have donated into this fund will have their name written down in
a record kept at the temple. The purpose of the service is to recognize and show our
appreciation to the people who have donated to the fund with the compassionate heart
for future generations to benefit from the Dharma. To do so, the Eitakyo names are often
read during the service. It gives us an opportunity to realize how connected we are to
the past and how they are still perpetuating the teachings today. And in understanding
how we are a part of that legacy, to look forward to the future to see what we can do to
help the Dharma continue even after we are gone.

L

ife is Change. We are familiar with that fundamental Buddhist teaching. Life itself
constantly reveals this fact to us every day. Yet, the reality of impermanence in
our lives — while acknowledged by us, the followers of the Buddha-Dharma — is
often difficult to fully embrace without question.
When I was young(er), I struggled with change. I often got depressed over minor
changes and wondered why good things couldn’t always stay the same. As I got old(er)
and hopefully wiser, I’ve been able to better handle changes in my life by reminding
myself of the essential teaching of life’s impermanent nature. I realized that while good
situations can and will change, so too can the negative.
There’s an axiom with which you might be familiar: Realizing that nothing lasts forever is
one of the keys to lasting happiness and peace. Another important factor is knowing what parts
of our lives we can change and what parts we cannot.
Nothing stays the same. That reality is as true as any I’ve ever encountered. I’ve tried to
resist complaining about things I cannot change and instead, focus on those which I can
control. I’m still working on it.
Membership Dues Structure Changing

The Betsuin’s three primary means of income are donations, Bazaar and membership
dues. Thanks to your generosity to these accounts, we are able to offer the BuddhaDharma and various programs.
In recent years, income has decreased because of fewer people signing up for
membership. Our problem is not unique in the Buddhist Churches of America (BCA) or
other organized religions.
Reverend Marvin Harada
(714) 323-6843 cell
marvinharada@gmail.com

Additionally, over the last two years, BCA has increased the per-member assessment by
$27, which means $27 less the temple gets to keep. We’ve resisted raising dues, knowing
how that would affect members. Currently, $139 of each member’s annual dues are paid
to the BCA as our share of operating this organization that supports 60 temples. The
assessment is based on the number of temples and the BCA budget for the year.
The Board of Trustees is working diligently to resolve the membership situation. A letter
to all members will be sent in the upcoming months with details about the new dues
structure.

Reverend Matt Hamasaki
(916) 926-2221
Mnhamasaki@gmail.com

Thank you in advance for your understanding and cooperation as we work toward an
amicable solution.
Concert Fundraiser

We were honored to have internationally renowned concert pianist and recording artist
Makoto Takenaka from Japan perform in August. The sounds in the Hondo on our
grand piano were concert-quality.
About 80 persons enjoyed an afternoon of his interpretation of jazz fused with Japanese,
classical and popular music. We were also treated to 14-year-old Ellie Mizushima
singing popular songs accompanied by Makoto-san.

Sensei Koichi Mizushima
(916) 704-1493
bkmizu@gmail.com

This fundraiser set up by the Sacramento Betsuin shared proceeds with the Marysville
Buddhist Church to help pay for their new roof.
Thanks to Reverend Marv for making arrangements to have this talented musician
visit during his short visit to the United States. He also played two concerts in Orange
County.
Two Retirements and A Welcome

President-Elect Stuart Ito and I had the pleasure of attending the open house and service
in August held in honor of San Jose Betsuin’s retiring Rinban Ken Fujimoto.
President Brian Hatano
(916) 806-2187
brianhatano58@gmail.com

Reverend Ken served 12 years in San Jose and was a minister at the Sacramento Betsuin
from 1981–84. Reverend Gerald Sakamoto, who has been at San Jose since 1986, was
appointed Rinban of the San Jose Betsuin, effective August 1.
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Reverend Masanori Yamagishi arrived from Japan in August to serve as minister at
the Lodi Buddhist Church, and will also serve as supervising minister of the Walnut
Grove Buddhist Church. You’ll probably see him at the Betsuin in the future. He visited
our temple to attend the Makoto Takenaka concert and has been regularly assisting
Reverend Harada at various services as part of his mentoring.
Reverend Nobuo Miyaji, who had served as the part-time minister in Lodi and Walnut
Grove, has concluded his tenure serving at those temples.
Golf Tournament

Much appreciation to the committee of the Ninth Annual Sacramento Buddhist Church
Golf Tournament for a fun day at Teal Bend Golf Course on August 22, followed by
awards, a raffle and a sumptuous lunch prepared by Marty Sakata and crew.
Golfers enjoyed perfect weather, a certificate to play Teal Bend another time,
refreshments on the course, tee prizes and the knowledge that proceeds will help the
church.
Sangha Staff

Editor (English) Cliff Adams
Editor (Japanese) Katsuko
Hirota
Contributing Reporters

President
SBWA

Minister Assts
Dharma School
Girl Scouts
Cub Scouts
Fundraising
Sakura Gakuen
Sports Cmte
Golf

Brian Hatano
Keiko Jean
Kashiwada
Tim Castle
Valerie Fong
Stacy Itagaki
Bruce De Camp
Gayle M. Kono
Nari Igawa
Alan Wu
Richard Kai

In previous years, the Golf Committee has earmarked funds toward the HVAC
replacement, parking lot fence, electric entry/exit gates and last year, the Dorset
(parsonage) House remodeling. This year’s proceeds will go to a project to be named
later.
Northern California District Council Family Conference

The Northern California District Council (NCDC), which consists of the seven temples
in our region, along with the Sacramento Betsuin, will hold an NC Family Conference
on Saturday, October 20 at Stockton Buddhist Church.
The conference includes speakers Sensei Koichi Mizushima of Sacramento and Mike
Inouye, Bay Area Traffic anchor and member of the Mountain View Church, along with
family-friendly activities and bento lunch.
The event runs from 9:30 a.m.–2 p.m. Registration is $30 for adults, $15 for kids ages 10
and under through the Sacramento Betsuin Office by October 8.
Repair of Kitchen Drain

In August, part of the kitchen floor was jack-hammered to access pipes and install
drain lines from the sink to the grease trap. With the Bazaar nearing, the work had to be
completed quickly. Thanks to Gary Traganza for hiring and managing the company that
fixed the problem. Total cost was $6,347, part of the ongoing, day-to-day expenses of the
temple that can be handled only because of dues and donations generously given by the
sangha. Arigato.
Rafu Shimpo

In last month’s Sangha, I shared my experience of
attending the Tule Lake Pilgrimage in July with my
mom and daughter. As expressed, the pilgrimage
was a memorable trip that deepened my
appreciation for all who preceded me; I reflected
on the sacrifices, hardship and unhappiness they
endured.
These two photos accompanied an article about
the pilgrimage that appeared in the Los Angeles
Japanese American newspaper, Rafu Shimpo, in
July. Thank you, John and Marlene Itagaki, for
sharing your newspaper with my mom and me so
we could relive this unforgettable experience.
Photos Courtesy Mario Gershom Reyes
Rev. Jay Shinseki and Rev. Grace
Hatano perform a Buddhist
ceremony at Tule Lake.

With Castle Rock in the
background, Brian Hatano plays
“Taps” to honor Henry Nonaka
and Jimi Yamaichi at the Tule
Lake Pilgrimage on July 2.
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A

t our September monthly meeting service, the SBWA board members were
able to experience the new hearing devices purchased by our Betsuin. Before
services, you can “sign out” a receiver and headphones. This will enable you to
clearly hear during the service. You also have the option to purchase your own devices.
Just stop by the Temple office to get the prices and the various device options available
that will best fit your needs. Once ordered, they are usually shipped to the church in
about 2 weeks.
Donations

Thank you to the SBWA members and families listed in the “Donations” section at the
end of the Sangha newsletter for their generous donations to the SBWA. We sincerely
appreciate your donations.
Upcoming Events

Northern California District Council (NCDC) Family Conference: “Together in
Gassho” will be held at the Stockton Buddhist Church on October 20. This family
conference will feature Koichi Mizushima as one of the two keynote speakers. Check
out the bulletin board for the event schedule. The cost, which includes a bento lunch, is
only $30 for adults and $15 for youngsters 10 and under. The deadline to sign up and
pay is October 8. Please sign up and pay at our Temple office.
Next SBWA Meeting

The next SBWA Board meeting is scheduled for Wednesday, October 3, 2018, starting at
5:45 p.m. in the Hondo for a short service by Reverend Matt Hamasaki, followed by the
meeting in Classrooms 1 and 4.

Minister
Assistants
Rev. Tim Castle

T

his month I want to talk about our recent trip to a part of California few people
know about — the Lost Coast. The Lost Coast trail is a 24-mile hike that goes from
Shelter Cove, California on the south end to Mattole Beach on the north end. You
literally walk the beach for 4 days, camp on the beach… having to carefully time your
daily hikes so as not to get caught by high tides! To get an idea about this hike for future
years, we thought we would spend a couple of days in Shelter Cove and check out the
last few miles of this hike.
What a journey it was! Friday morning, our truck all packed with gear, ready to head
out at 0630, turn the key to start the F-150 truck and… dead battery! OK, Plan B. Call
the crew, gas up their vehicle, come to our house, we load the gear into their vehicle,
and off we go! The trip, according to Google Maps, should take around 5.5 hours. So we
start heading north and of course we already know that the recent forest fires fires have
closed the shortest route, so we go the next best and head west to Highway 101. On this
route, we see the fires off in the distance and see hundreds of fire vehicles trying to fight
the fires. At the end of our 8-hour ride, we were all ready to get out of the car!
Now Shelter Cove, California is pretty far up the state, and due to the difficult road
to get there, it is really quite secluded. The name of the area being called Lost Coast is
pretty accurate as maybe not lost, but VERY few people venture out there.
This isolation is really what makes this area so appealing. The coastline up that far north
is very rugged, almost like what we see in Oregon or Washington. Here, truly a road
less traveled and a destination that is beautiful.
It was great to be out again in nature. We took hikes around the small neighborhoods,
past the little ocean access points, and down to the boat storage and boat ramp that
many small commercial fisherman used.
We were able to walk a couple of miles up the Lost Coast trail. Walking on the beach for
a 4-mile round trip was very difficult due to walking on the rocks and sand. But what a
great hike — right on the water, huge cliffs to our right, massive rocks, and only a few
people out and about.
Being so far out of the beaten path, even by nature’s standards, brought about a great
reminder of the circle of life that goes on around us each and every day. As we drove
and hiked in this isolated part of the state, we saw a lot of animals that were at the end
of this circle of life and death. Not to sound gross, but we saw a lot of dead animals…
wild boar, deer, seal, fish, birds, starfish… all a part of the natural life cycle. I think that
unless we see this each and every day, we kind of forget about one of our most basic
teachings of impermanence.
Seeing all of this brought me back to a time when I began to have serious questions
about my past religious path. When I was only 9 years old, I had my very first
experience of the death of a pet. My cat Pisces was a grey tabby cat. I had that cat since
I was around 5 and I really loved that cat. One day on the way to school, we saw that
she had been hit and killed by a car. After a round or two of tears, I asked if cats go to
heaven? I was told something that really upset me and made a lifelong impression. The
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answer to my question was that NO, animals do not go to heaven because they have no
soul… yikes, what an answer? My little friend passed away and where would her spirit
or energy go?
Reading one of my all-time favorite Buddhist books has brought me great relief in years
past as we have since then lost cats and dogs, hamsters, leopard geckos, fish, and the
whole sort. The Great Natural Way, by Reverend Hozen Seki, is a book I have quoted
many times. Maybe it is my love of all things in nature and animals that brings me back
to this book, or maybe it is simply the realization that Buddhism and nature are really
one and the same.
When I think about all the animals we saw on our trip to the Lost Coast, when I think
about all of the animals that we have lost, I now think of the words of Reverend Seki:
“I believe that all beings, when they die, are embraced by the Amida Buddha — cats, dogs,
humans, whatever they may be… Nor does it matter if they have never heard of Amida’s
teachings or recited the Nembutsu… I believe that Amida’s compassion embraces everything….”
So in essence, ALL LIVING THINGS are embraced by Amida and there is no
condition… no requirement… nothing needs to be done to qualify to be embraced by
Amida.
What a different point of view! Buddhism is a path of absolutely no conditions. Amida’s
embrace requires nothing from us… it is just always there. Buddhism makes me happy,
to think that all of the animals that we saw on the Lost Coast simply lived their lives the
best they could.
Whatever brought them to their end, they mattered, their lives mattered, and their lives
were related to ours. Living in the wild is not easy and death is seen much earlier for
wild animals than those who have a life at our houses. But even those animals cannot
live forever. And while we are sad to see this circle of life, I find comfort and peace,
because I know that Amida embraces all living things… no conditions.
Let’s all remember this simple aspect of our Teaching, that all beings, human, pups,
cats, seals, wild boars, deer, fish, leopard geckos and hamsters — all living things are
embraced, welcomed, and have value to Amida! And this makes me feel good about
this path!
Namo Amida Butsu.

Notes from the
Office

W

Main Gate Back on Track!

e’ve had a number of weeks with our main gate to the parking lot being a bit
“off.” We are happy to report that everything is back in good working order.

Since we are starting a new program year, just a quick reminder that traffic in the
parking lot is ONE-WAY: Please enter the gate that is closest to our temple buildings
and drive around the “U” to exit at the east gate.
Everything is clearly marked with signage for your convenience.
2018 Bazaar T’s, Tanks and Aprons Available

If you missed out on this year’s beautifully designed Bazaar gear… no worries!
Available for purchase in the Office, you can find Aaron Louie’s wonderful “Setting Sun
and Clouds” design — red, salmon and blue — on black t-shirts (Men’s and Women’s
cuts), tank tops (Men’s only) and aprons.
Prices are $10 for sizes M–XL; $12 for size XXL and aprons (only 8 left!)
Hallway Bulletin Boards, Display Cases

Be sure to check out the bulletin boards and display cases in the main hallway! There
you will find tons of information about events taking place here at the Betsuin, as well
as throughout the Buddhist Churches of America (BCA) and in our local community.
The display cases are filled with photos and updates from our sponsored and affiliated
organizations—a wonderful way to catch a glimpse into all the happenings throughout
this busy temple of ours!
Upcoming Dates

• Sunday, 10/7/18, 11:30 a.m. – Shotsuki Hoyo Memorial Service
• Sunday, 10/14/18, 9:30 a.m. – Eitaikyo Service
Special Guest Speaker: Sensei Blayne Higa
11:30 a.m. – Buddhist Education Class with Sensei Higa
“Owning Our Imperfections: Shin Buddhist Spirituality in Everyday Life”
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L

& L Hawaiian BBQ has
graciously agreed to
donate a percentage of
its sales on Tuesday, October
23, 2018 to the Sacramento
Buddhist Church. Please cut
out this flyer and present
it when ordering at L & L
Hawaiian BBQ at 1030 Florin
Road, Sacramento (Lake Crest
Village Shopping Center).
Proceeds will go to the Kitchen
Upgrades Fund. If you have
any questions, please email
gayle_kono@yahoo.com. Thank
you in advance for your
support of this fundraiser.

Date Change
for General
Membership
Meeting

Sakura Gakuen
Nari Igawa
Sakura Gakuen
President 2018–19

W

e will hold our
annual General
Membership meeting
on Sunday, October 21 from
10:30–11 a.m. The meeting
coincides with Dharma
School. Members are invited
to attend the meeting in
the Kaikan while children
are attending class. Light
refreshments will be served.
Church organizations, along
with members of the Board
of Trustees, will give brief
presentations.

T

Adult Class

he fall semester started
on September 10 with 78
students, including one
BCS member. We are offering
two introductory Beginner
Level 1 classes, as well as a
Kana reading and writing
class, Beginner Level 2 and 3,
Introductory Levels 1 and 3,
Advanced Level, and Exam
Prep classes.
It is not too late for you to
join our ongoing classes.
Please contact Mrs. Thomas at
thomas@sakuragakuen.org.
Youth Class

The fall semester started on
September 8 with 63 students.
We are offering two Kinder
classes, two Introductory (Sr
and Jr) classes and a Beginning
class, Intermediate class, and
Advanced class.
It is not too late for you to join our classes. Please contact Tomomi Flesuras at tomomi.
sakuragakuen@gmail.com.
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W

elcome to the month of October! Dharma School is off and running! The initial
weeks of the new term went well and classrooms are in full swing.

New Registration & Emergency Form

This year we developed a new combined “Registration & Emergency Form” and
eliminated the previous individual registration form and emergency form. A big “thank
you” to church office manager Cindy Kitade for her hard work in designing this new
form that captures all of the essential information.
Please be sure to bring in a current wallet size photo of your student to be affixed to the
Registration & Emergency Form.
Teacher Assistants Needed!

We need additional teacher assistants (TAs) and welcome 9th through 12th grade
students to submit a personal statement to be considered to fill a vacant TA position.
This is a wonderful opportunity to become part of a teaching team and to work with
younger Dharma School students. Interested 9th through 12th grade students may pick
up the instructions for preparing a personal statement from the church office.
New 7th/8th Grade Class Coordinator: Koichi Mizushima

While we still do not have a teacher(s) for the 7th/8th grade class, we are very happy to
announce that Sensei Koichi Mizushima has coordinated a teaching schedule with the
parents of the 7th/8th grade students. With a team approach, we feel confident that we
can offer a program that is both meaningful and fun for the students. “Thank you” to
the parents who have stepped up this year to teach classes.
New Dharma School Cabinet Members

This year we welcome two teachers to join our Dharma School cabinet. Karen
Yamamoto, 2nd grade teacher, will fill the position of recording secretary. Diane
Shimosaka, Nursery teacher, will take care of end of year attendance and graduation
duties. They are both experienced teachers and are familiar with behind the scene tasks
that are essential to having a successful Dharma School program. Their willingness to
join the cabinet is greatly appreciated!
Happy Autumn!
Donations

Dharma School “Courtyard” gratefully acknowledges donations from the following:
Pat Furukawa & Family
Naomi Hamamoto
Donald & Joanie Hamasaki
Nancy Hashimoto
Brian Hatano
Grace Hatano

Cub Scout
Pack 50

Randall Ishida
Lori & Alan Itow
Rosemary Kitaoka
Reiko Kurahara

Mitzie Muramoto
Sachi Sawada
Shige Tanaka
Karen Yamamoto

Cub Scout Pack 50
Annual Pancake Breakfast
& Bake Sale
Sunday, October 14, 2018
8 a.m. – 11:30 a.m.
Sacramento Buddhist Church
2401 Riverside Blvd.
Sacramento, CA 95818

All You Can Eat
$8
Children 3 and under Free
Tickets pre-sold by any Pack 50 Cub Scout
or available at the door.
Menu Includes
Pancakes, Sausage, Ham, Scrambled Eggs,
Potatoes, Fruit, Beverages and More
Homemade Baked Goods for Sale
For more information, please contact
Cub Scout Pack 50
Pancake Committee Chair Bruce De Camp
at bdecampplc@icloud.com, (916) 719-1485.
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G

irl Scout Troop 569 wrapped up the summer by helping out at the annual Bazaar.
A special thank you to every girl scout, leader, and parent! We baked goods for
the pastry booth and we also bussed tables or worked in the pastry/food booths.
Everyone chipped in to help make the Bazaar a success.
As we enter fall, we are gearing up for another year of activities, friendship, community
service, and of course, cookies! But first, we will be selling magazines, nuts and candy
for our annual Fall Sales Fundraiser. If you know a girl scout, please support our sales!
Wishing every girl scout a fun and memorable school and scouting year!”

Sports
Committee
Alan Wu

W

ell now, what is happening in the wacky wide world of sports; did you hear
the one about? Did you know that each player and coach of the winner of the
Stanley Cup gets to spend a day with the trophy? The 126-year-old trophy
travels the world to each player’s and coach’s home town for each personal celebration.
This year the Washington Capitals did something for the very first time with the Cup:
Keg stands. Keg stands are where people hold your feet up in the air while you lower
your face into the Cup and gulp the beer that filled the trophy bowl. Over the years of
this storied tradition, the Cup has been used in a baptism, placed at the bottom of Mario
Lemieux’s pool and accidentally used by a newborn baby for what newborn babies do
besides sleep. The caretakers, who also travel the world to accompany the Cup, have
determined that Keg stands are too risky for the Cup and politely asked the Capitals not
to do them. We shall see how well the Cup survives after the Capitals are done with it!
You must have heard about the meltdown of Serena Williams at the U.S. Open
tennis championship finals, where Serena got so frustrated, she racked up three code
violations in the second set, which amounted to forfeiting a point and then a game.
Serena eventually ended up losing the match.
This year marked a remarkable come-back as Serena was getting back into top form
after giving birth to her daughter, but ultimately was no match for the 2018 U.S. Open
champion. It appeared that Serena was on the ropes anyway after losing the first set
rather quickly and decidedly…maybe that was the reason for all the frustration…
hmmm, maybe?
Likewise, you must also have heard about Naomi! Naomi Osaka from Osaka, Japan
who moved to the U.S. when she was three years old and now lives and trains in
Florida and has a Haitian father, and is only 20 years old. But did you know that Naomi
has beaten Serena twice now — the first time was earlier this summer? This young,
up-and-coming champion plays for Japan, lives in Florida, and looks Haitian… what a
combo!
What about the wacky way Vontae Davis of the Buffalo Bills retired from the NFL?
During halftime, Vontae, a first round draft pick and Pro Bowl’er, decided that after 10
years in the NFL, it was time to hang up the cleats, stating that “I shouldn’t be out there
anymore.” One could say that he became enlightened at that point!
Oh, how about that wacky play by Mets third baseman Todd Frazier? Todd went diving
into the seats for a foul ball and seemingly came up with a ball in his mitt, and the Ump
called the Out. Afterwards, Todd admitted that he did not catch THE ball but picked up
a rubber baseball from a fan and showed that to the ump for the Out.
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AND Part Two to this wacky story is that a couple of weeks later when Todd hit a walkoff home run, veteran umpire Tom Hillion stood on home plate with the rest of the Mets
(because it was a walk off), just waiting for Todd to make his way around the bases,
thus making it difficult for Todd to touch home plate. Was this a subtle (or not so subtle)
hint that this umpire did not appreciate Todd’s prior antics (cheating)?
What else seems a little wacky or just crazy is that we are just about to wrap up
basketball registration. We hope you all registered back in September, for the closing
date is quickly approaching. So make haste and get your registration papers in order
and submitted.
We also hoped you took advantage of the simple, free and easy way to get Extra Credit
for attendance purposes, also back in September.
There will be a couple more opportunities in a few months, and that will be here before
you know it too! These additional Extra Credit opportunities will be available around
the holidays, so stay tuned.
See you next time, and stay wacky out there!
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T

he Sacramento Buddhist Church (SBC) Golf Tournament Committee extends its
appreciation to the many tee box hole sponsors, cash and raffle prize donors who
contributed to the success of the temple’s 9th annual fundraising event held at the
Teal Bend Golf Course on August 22, 2018.
A field of 148 golfers and donors of this event helped raise funds for the temple’s
improvement projects. The committee will be conferring with the Board of Trustees
regarding the best use of the money raised to fund in whole or in part upcoming capital
improvement projects.
The tournament committee extends its appreciation to Marty Sakata, Koichi Mizushima
and Gordon Nitta for cooking their favorite entrees; Steve Hiromoto for his authentic
homemade kimchi; and Diane Shimosaka and Sheryl Kajioka for rounding up the many
volunteers to serve the players and their guests at the luncheon.
The tournament was supported by 29 Gold, Silver, Bronze level and individual hole
sponsorships and nine In-Memory-Of contributions, as well as numerous raffle prize
donations from participants, guests and many friends of the Betsuin.
The committee specifically extends its appreciation to:
• J. Morey Company, the temple’s insurance provider, for sponsoring the hole-in-one
prizes on each of the par 3 holes for the third year;and
• Robbie Midzuno for his generous donations of a four-night stay at the Lake Tahoe
Vacation Resort for the sixth year and a second grand prize raffle of a three nights at
the Scottsdale Links Resort.
The SBC Golf Tournament Committee sincerely thanks all of those listed below for their
donations and sponsorships for the 2018 golf fundraiser. We look forward to seeing you
at Teal Bend Golf Course for next year’s tournament, scheduled for Wednesday, August
21, 2019.
Gold Sponsors

Drs. Cheryl Lieu and Kelvin Mark - CASE Medical Group
SBC Endowment Board -Legacy Endowment Program
SBC Minister Assistants - Minister Assistants Program
Leland Lee -D.D.S. Periodontics - Microsurgery-Implants
Derek Seo - Ameriprise Financial Services, Inc.
SBC Dharma School
Mark Hayashida - Koa Kahuna, Inc. dba L&L Hawaiian Barbecue
Individual Gold Sponsors

Curtis & Emily Ishii
Mike & MaryAnn Kashiwagi.
Marcia Matsuda
Reverend Marvin & Gail Harada
Silver Sponsors

SBC Buddhist Women’s Association
SBC Adult Buddhist Association
Bronze Sponsors

SBC Sports Committee
Allan Hoshida - Hoshida & Reyes, Architects
Stanford Hirata - First Allied Securities
Judy & Harley Inaba - North American Food Distributing Company, Inc.
Rodney Kunisaki – Walsh Station Automotive Service
Individual Bronze Sponsors

Shirley & Keith Kato
Dean & Myra Okasaki
Sherman Iida

In Memory Sponsors

In Memory of Mike Nishio - Aileen Nishio
In Memory of Mike Nishio – Ted & Sharon Yoshimura
In Memory of Coach Mike Nishio – Stan Nishio
In Memory of Louie Watanabe – Watanabe Family
In Memory of Billie Hatano – Grace Hatano and sons Brian and Kevin
In Memory of Sam & Grace Ito – Stuart Ito
In Memory of Renee Goi-Kinoshita – Keith & Shirley Kato
In Memory of Laurie Mizutani – Eddie Imai, Steve Hamamoto, Walter Menda and
Ronnie Tsumura
In Memory of Ginger Lee – Richard & Pearl Kai
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Special Event Sponsors

Grand Prize Raffle - Robbie Midzuno – Four-Night Stay at the Lake Tahoe Vacation
Resort
Second Grand Prize Raffle – Robbie Midzuno – Three-Night Stay at the Scottsdale Links
Resort
Hole-in-One Sponsor - J. Morey Company, Inc. Carol Takasugi and Mika Matayoshi
Raffle Prize Donations from Businesses

Cafeteria 15L - Mason Wong: Gift cards
Firestone Public House – Mason Wong: Gift cards
Starbucks – 15th and Broadway: Carafe of coffee
Kiyo’s Florist - Lisa Taira: Gift certificates
Club Corp Golf – JT Maas: Green fees and cart for four: Empire Ranch, Teal Bend and
Turkey Creek Golf Courses
Ikeda’s Market: 2 Gift certificates for pies
SBC Boy Scout Troop 50: 2 Crab Feed Tickets
Nichelini Family Winery: Bottles of wine
Spinners Bakery: Cinnamon rolls and muffins
California Bank & Trust – Susan Tamai: Gift box of golf apparel
June’s Cafe: Gift certificates
Girl Scout Troop 569: Gift certificates for cookies
Three Sisters Restaurant: Gift certificate
Koi – Kathy Peterson: Carry bags and diary
Individual Raffle Prize Donations

Dick Fukushima
Naomi Hamamoto
Grace Hatano
Steve Hiromoto
Dave Hironaka
Sherman Iida

Eddie Imai
Brent Ishida
Richard Kai
Paul Kashiwase
Wayne & Lynn Kurahara
Minh La

Yuki Morisawa
Aileen Nishio
Jean & Tom Ota
Diane Shimosaka
Audrey Yokoi

Welcome New Members
Keith & Leslie Kaneko
2018 Family
Memorial
Service
Schedule

T

raditionally, family memorial services are held for loved ones on designated
anniversaries. These are precious occasions to honor the treasured memories of
our beloved ones and to realize how fortunate we are to be embraced by Amida
Buddha’s light of wisdom and life of compassion.
Year of Death		

2017 Memorial

2017...................................................1 year
2016...................................................3 year
2012...................................................7 year
2006...................................................13 year
2002...................................................17 year

Year of Death		

2017 Memorial

1994...................................................25 year
1986...................................................33 year
1969...................................................50 year
1919...................................................100 year

Condolences to
the Families Of
Joe Shiohay Urokogata..... September 10, 1929 – August 14, 2018
June Omori........................................June 17, 1927 – August 17, 2018
Hanaye Menda..............................April 11, 1924 – August 20, 2018
Minoru Tanaka..................... January 27, 1935 – August 26, 2018
Fred Masanobu Furukawa......August 3, 1932 – August 27, 2018
Jackie M. Wakabayashi........ October 4, 1954 – September 5, 2018
Suzumi Wada......................... October 9, 1929 – September 13, 2018
Karen Akiko Shimada..... November 22, 1959 – September 14, 2018
Joan Sawamura..............September 27, 1945 – September 18, 2018
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5th Oldies-But-Goodies Dance

M

ark your calendar for the Fantabulous Adult Buddhist Association’s 5th
Oldies-But-Goodies Dance on October 20, 2018 (Saturday) at the Buddhist
Church of Sacramento, 2401 Riverside Blvd., Sacramento.

Music to be provided by Disc Jockey Don Kazama, who will cater to our eras of the
’50s, ’60s, and ’70s. Time: 7:00 p.m. – 11:00 p.m. Pupus and hosted refreshments will be
provided. Tickets are $10 per person.
Purchase your tickets from:
• Jean Kashiwada (916) 392-0958/jeankash@aol.com;
• Martha Kushida (916) 393-3093/dockush6@sbcglobal.net;
• Carolyn Murata (916) 939-0667/ccmurata@gmail.com;
• Wayne Kurahara (916) 392-3022/kurahara@sbcglobal.net;
• George Kashiwagi (916) 363-5941/georgegkashiwagi@yahoo.com;
• Virginia Uchida (916) 421-3538/Uchida9@comcast.net;
• Grace Hatano (916) 451-7520/bghat1@sbcglobal.net;
• Karen Adachi (916) 392-3206/karenadachi@aol.com;
• Irene Takeda (916) 393-9560/itakeda@comcast.net;
• Misa Oshiro (916) 427-5059/cmkoshiro3@msn.com;
• Bob Nishimoto (916) 422-9415/BNish@sbcglobal.net;
• Tosh Ohara (916) 248-6012/toap@sbcglobal.net; or
• John/Elaine Yoshikawa (916) 383-4755/spyron@aol.com.
They can also place your ticket(s) at “will call” at the church to be retrieved on the day
of the event.
You can pay for your tickets through one of our members, pay at the time of the dance,
or you can submit your payment to the church office, 2401 Riverside Blvd., Sacramento,
CA 95818, but please let one of us know that you’ll be attending for head count
purposes.

Support the
Betsuin through
Amazon Smile

Invite friends and family. See you there!

• Go to: smile.amazon.com.
• Log in or create a new account.
• Select “Buddhist Church of Sacramento” in the charity search box.
• Bookmark it, and shop away!
It doesn’t cost you anything and the temple gets a small percentage of all qualified
purchases.

Where Does
Your Donation
Go?
Brian Hatano, President

W

hen you donate to the Buddhist Church of Sacramento, your tax-deductible
contribution helps support the operation, maintenance and many programs of
the temple. Likewise, your membership dues and income generated from our
annual Bazaar in August help sustain the church throughout the year. Donations to the
temple are placed in the General Operating Fund.
In addition to the General Fund, you may direct your donations to the church to benefit
one of our many programs, such as Scouts, Dharma School, ABA, SBWA, Minister
Assistants, or for a capital expenditure project.
You may also contribute to the Legacy Endowment Fund, which is a long-term
investment in which the principal remains untouched — only the interest generated is
used. The fund is managed by financial professionals and the LEF Board. Contributions
to the fund help fulfill these needs in a timely manner without undertaking major
fundraising or depleting general operating funds.
Specific needs include:
• Educational programs/scholarships for members, ministers, ministerial candidates
plus perpetual or periodic scholarships
• Eitaikyo: Renovation and general maintenance of the temple shrine.
Of course, cash and checks are greatly appreciated, but your donations can be in the
form of automobiles, and of distributions from IRAs, stocks and bonds. We also can take
credit cards in the office. Click on the Amazon Smile logo on our website to enable the
Betsuin to get a commission on your purchases on Amazon.
Thank you for your ongoing support of the Buddhist Church of Sacramento. Because
of your generosity, we have a vibrant and active Sangha — one of the largest in the
Buddhist Churches of America organization. Our rich legacy began with our founding
in 1899, with the mission to sustain the temple for the present and generations to come.

